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Attention all fans of downtempo, classical, and electronic indie music! We've got a
real treat for you today with the release of MAD Pritch's latest instrumental album,
"Peace of Mind." MAD Pritch, a multi-talented artist hailing from Carmel, Indiana, is
a music producer, composer, pianist, vocalist, and DJ all rolled into one. With a
diverse range of skills at her disposal, it's no wonder that MAD Pritch's music is
always innovative and one-of-a-kind.

"Peace of Mind," now live on all platforms, is an instrumental EP that perfectly
showcases MAD Pritch’s piano skills and electronic production expertise.
Downtempo beats and soothing melodies blend together to create a truly
meditative listening experience. To start off the EP, “Intention” sets an introspective
tone by carrying a gentle vibe through a tranquil soundscape to build an emotive
journey that continues into the more candid beat of “Tending a Scarlet Flame”,
which arrives in stride somewhere between woeful, spooky, and a dream of lives
foregone. The solo piano piece “Opal Eyes Lullaby” is a highlight of the EP with its
beautiful cascading harmonies and soaring melodic arpeggiated sections.
Throughout the back half of the album, the tracks "Fortitude," "When The Chaos
Subsides," and "Here, Graciously" showcase MAD Pritch's ability to develop intricate
musical ideas in complex synth layers that are both mesmerizing and emotionally
evocative.

“In rhetoric, eunoia (Ancient Greek: εὔνοιᾰ, romanized: eúnoia, lit. 'well mind; beautiful
thinking') is the good will speakers cultivate between themselves and their audiences, a
condition of receptivity.”1

But MAD Pritch's music isn't just about the sound – it's about the message as well.
MAD Pritch says she hopes that her music can inspire humanity to live a more
beautiful, intentional, creative, and harmonious life. She is deeply passionate about
this project and her craft, and it shows in every note of "Peace of Mind."

So if you're in need of some peace and tranquility in your life, give "Peace of Mind" a
listen. You can find it on MAD Pritch's SoundCloud or your favorite music streaming
platform. And don't forget, The Electric Movement is the best place to stay
informed about the latest waves in underground and indie electronic music, so be
sure to drop a follow on our socials to keep up to speed.

1 “Eunoia”, Wikipedia
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